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OASIS offers a complete solution to punctal occlusion
with the SOFT PLUG® family of punctum plugs.
COLLAGEN INTRACANALICULAR PLUGS
The collagen plugs have a smooth proprietary finish that simplifies insertion of the
plug. Collagen plugs are ideal for short-term, diagnostic and post-surgical occlusion.
Diameter Sizes: 0.2mm, 0.3mm and 0.4mm

EXTENDED DURATION PLUGS
Extended Duration absorbable plugs are designed to provide patient comfort for
up to 3 months. This long lasting plug is effective and economical for transient
dry eye symptoms following surgery.
Diameter Sizes: 0.3mm, 0.4mm and 0.5mm

SILICONE PUNCTUM PLUGS
SOFT PLUG® Silicone plugs feature a softer more flexible silicone that maximizes
patient comfort.
Sizes: Micro (0.4mm), Mini (0.5mm), Petite (0.6mm), Small (0.7mm) and Medium (0.8mm)

To Order Call 909.305.5400 or 800.528.9786
24-hour FAX 909.305.9987 or 800.631.7210
www.OasisMedical.com
514 S. Vermont Avenue
Glendora, CA 91741 U.S.A.
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INSERTION OF THE FORM FIT®
Form Fit® is easily inserted into the canaliculus. Form Fit® comes pre-loaded on a user-friendly inserter. The
polyimide sheath is inserted into the punctum and the inserter handle compressed to expel the hydrogel
plug. Once the hydrogel plug is expelled, maintain pressure on the inserter handle to remove the
polyimide sheath from the punctum.

The future in punctal occlusion is here.
OASIS introduces the next generation of punctal occlusion... Form Fit®.

In its dry state, the plug measures 0.3mm in diameter by 3.0mm long. Form Fit® easily slides into the
punctal cavity. The need for punctal measurement has been eliminated. Form Fit® then swells to form
a gelatinous material.
10 MINUTES AFTER INSERTION

IMMEDIATELY AFTER INSERTION
HYDROGEL PLUG
INSERTION

POLYIMIDE SHEATH

ONE SIZE. ONE SOLUTION.

REMOVAL OF THE FORM FIT®

Form Fit® is truly a one size plug solution. Once inserted into the canaliculus, Form Fit® hydrates over a 10
minute period. As it hydrates, Form Fit® increases in size until it completely fills the vertical canalicular cavity
to form a perfect fit.

To remove Form Fit®, simply flush saline solution through the punctal opening and the gelatinous material
will be expressed through either the nasal cavity or down the throat.

HOW IT WORKS

BUSINESS SENSE

Form Fit® is made of a hydrogel material that expands into a soft, pliable, gelatinous material when it contacts
tear film. It takes approximately 10 minutes for the plug to become completely hydrated.
Form Fit® securely conforms to the punctal cavity so there is no need for a cap or anchor on the end of the
plug. This greatly increases patient comfort and decreases foreign body sensation.
Form Fit® does not begin to swell until it makes contact with tear film reducing the potential for product
waste. Form Fit® is made from a hydrogel material that is safe and biocompatible.

U.S. Patent No. 5,116,371 Patent Pending

Form Fit® requires no special storage and reacts
consistently every time.
Plug inventory is reduced as multiple plug sizes
are no longer necessary.
Removing the need for measurement provides
quicker exam time.
Form Fit® expands beyond other intracanalicular
plug diameters

PRODUCT FEATURES
Hydrates over a period of 10 minutes
Expands to softly fit the individual’s punctal cavity
without overstretching the tissue
Eliminates the cap and anchor system
traditionally seen (silicone plugs)
Easily removed via irrigation of the tear duct
Biocompatible
No foreign body sensation
Conveniently pre-loaded on a user-friendly inserter
Sizing of punctum is eliminated

®
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dry eye symptoms following surgery.
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